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Abstract  

The function between affine spaces, which it preserves the points, straight lines and planes is called affine transformation. 

An affine space is nothing but generalization of some of the properties of Euclidean spaces for geometric formation by 

preserving the properties related to parallelism and the ratio of the parallel line segments. Therefore in affine 

transformation set of parallel lines remain parallel. In 3D model construction or reconstruction an affine transformation 

plays important role. This paper highlights multiple applications of affine transformation used in computer science.  
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Introduction 

Affine transformations are needed when we required to register different sets of coordinates for 

objects in the same area that may have come from maps of different (and sometimes unknown) 

projections: 

 To represent same coordinate system like other sets, it needs to transform one or more set 

of coordinates. 

 Conflation is often used for the process of making two geographic data sets fit, or 

combining the contents of both. 

 In this case (x, y) is the location of the object before transformation and (u, v) is the 

location after transformation. 

Affine transformations always keep parallel lines parallel. Translation, scaling, reflection, 

rotation, shearing and composition of all of these are examples of affine transformation. A 

pricewise transformation breaks into regions and applies transformation on each region. 

In translation origin is moved a units parallel to x axis and b units parallel to y axis. In this axis 

does not rotate. 

   u=x-a;  v=y-b      (1) 

In scaling origin axis are fixed scale changes. Scaling of x and y may be considered as different. 

   u=dx; v=dy     (2) 

In rotation origin is fixed but axis moved (which rotate about the origin), where a can be 

measured clockwise or anticlockwise. 

   u=xcos(a)+ysin(a); v=- x sin(a) + ycos(a)   (3) 

In reflection coordinate system reversed, object appear in mirror image. If we combine all above 

transformation ( i.e. composition) , then equations are: 

u=a+bx+cy; v=d+ex+fy   (4) 

Two different transformation compositions reflect change of one transformation affects another 

transformation. For example translation followed by scale change not same as scale followed by 
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translation, has different effect. There are many open source libraries are available which gives 

good effects of affine transformation [my conference paper]. With the help of these libraries 

many applications of affine transformation has made. 

In spatial databases for use in databases, used in GIS, data will be provided on map sheets, which 

use unknown projection. In such case conflate affine transformation is used. For object detection 

also affine transformation is used. Medical images majorly use affine transformations. In the user 

interface i.e. graphical user interface also affine transformation can be used for different widgets. 

In Windows as well as in Linux number of tools are available to handle the affine transformation 

with many libraries for example OpenGL, MatLab, MPF etc. This paper is presents different 

scenarios of affine transformation used in computer science. 

 

1. Literature Review 

Image matching and registration is very challenging area in the image processing world. The 

intensity based image registration methods applied to medical images. These methods vary 

from global domain transformation to affine transformation.[1] done MRI brain images on 

quantitative analysis and multi observer study using affine transformation and lesion. 

To predict the parameters of the transformation that can align to known view of an object with 

unknown vie of a same object considered a problem in [2] and computed possible range of the 

parameters of affine transformation assume. They applied single layered neural network.  

[3] Block to block affine transformation is estimated. It has used in may application like 

image segmentation, registration, image coding and motion analysis. 

[4] With the help of on board operating system of a vehicle for traffic sign detection 

recognition done Hough transform and affine transformation. 

The graphical user interface has controls and widgets to show the effect change in 

applications, this is called interactor. [5] Describes approach to adding complex output 

modifications to 2D interface modification.  This technique allows different composed set of 

transformations and can be added to the drawing effects after the fact to existing interactor 

libraries and applications. In this main focus is given in face of output modifications that 

transform interacors positions, size or shape. 

2. Affine Transformation in Windows Presentation Foundation  

Windows Presentation Foundation (MPF) is Microsoft’s latest approach to a Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) framework used with different framework like .net etc.. There is one more 

framework used like MPF called WinForm. 

The major difference between WinForms and WPF is that WinForms is simply a layer on top of 

the standard Windows controls, but WPF is built from scratch and doesn't rely on standard 

Windows controls in almost all situations. 

 A good example of this is a button with an image and text on it, but it is not a standard Windows 

control, therefore WinForms doesn't offer this possibility. Instead draw the image by you own, 

implement your own button that supports images or use a 3rd party control. In WPF, a button has 

many controls inside it because it's essentially a border with content and various states (e.g. 

untouched, hovered, pressed). User interface(UI) simply don’t get this kind of flexibility out of 
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the standard WinForms controls, which is why there's a big market for rather simple 

implementations of controls like buttons with images and so on. 

In WPF Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML) declarative markup language is used 

to create user interface. Anyone can create visible UI elements using XAML.  

One can apply different types of affine transformation elements of WPF. In WPF transformation 

can be available through the System.Windows.Media namespace.  

Derived classes perform specific transformation 

 Rotate Transformation: Rotates an object in the two-dimensional plane by specifying 

an angle (property Angle) and a center point expressed in the coordinate space of the 

element being transformed (properties CenterX and CenterY).  

 Scale Transformation: Scales an object  with respect to starting from define center (X, 

Y), may be different values for x and y axis to apply scaling properties. By default, the 

scale transformation is centered to the (0, 0) point, but you may want to scale it to 

(Width/2, Height/2). 

 Skew Transformation: Defines a two-dimensional skew that stretches the coordinate 

space in a non-uniform manner. Skew can be apply using the center point (X,Y) for the 

transformation and the x- angle and y-angle i.e. axis skew angle. The transformation 

skews the( x, y) axis values comparative to the original coordinate system. 

 Translate Transformation:. The amount in pixels for translating the object is specified 

through the x and y values. 

 Matrix Transformation: Creates an affine matrix transformation to manipulate the 

object in the two dimensional space using custom 

transformations.

 

Figure 1: MPF Transformation 

On any UI elements (i.e. Windows Presentation Foundation element) these transformation can be 

applied with number of times. TransformGroup class (derived from Transform) shows a 

composite transformation. The transformations can be applied on the rendering position or the 

layout of an element. 
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If the transformations are set to affect rendering position using  RenderTransform property (from 

UI Element). Layout results can be affect by setting LayoutTransform property. It can be useful 

in zooming the effect of elements[6]. 

Sample Codes 

Rotate an element i.e. Textbox with 90 degrees clockwise, create a new RotateTransform object . 

TextBox.RenderTransform = new RotateTransform(90); 

ScaleTransform is used to scale an element 200 percent on the y-axis, but not on the x-axis : 

TextBox.RenderTransform = new ScaleTransform(1, 2); 

SkewTransform is used to skew an element 45 degrees on the x-axis and 90 degrees on the y-

axis :  

TextBox.RenderTransform = new SkewTransform(45, 90); 

TranslateTransform used to translate 50 pixels on x-axis to the right and 100 pixels to the top : 

TextBox.RenderTransform = new TranslateTransform(50, -100); 

TransformGroup object is used to apply all these transformations to a control: 

TransformGroup group = new TransformGroup(); 

group.Children.Add(RotateTransform(90)); 

group.Children.Add(ScaleTransform(1, 2)); 

group.Children.Add(SkewTransform(45, 90)); 

group.Children.Add(TranslateTransform(50, -100)); 

TextBox.RenderTransform = group; 

 

The below code is self explaining. An object is declared for each of the four simple 

transformations and an object to group them. The RenderTransform object is set in the 

OnSceneLoaded() method  such that, whenever the value of a slider changes, the appropriate 

property of a transformation object is set. 

using System; 

using System.IO; 

using System.Net; 

using System.Windows; 

using System.Windows.Controls; 

using System.Windows.Data; 

using System.Windows.Media; 

using System.Windows.Media.Animation; 

using System.Windows.Navigation; 
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namespace TranslationsDemo 

{ 

   public partial class TranslationsScene 

   { 

      private TransformGroup group = new TransformGroup(); 

      private RotateTransform rotate = new RotateTransform(0); 

      private ScaleTransform scale = new ScaleTransform(1, 1); 

      private SkewTransform skew = new SkewTransform(0, 0); 

      private TranslateTransform trans = new TranslateTransform(0, 0); 

  

      public TranslationsScene() 

      { 

         this.InitializeComponent(); 

  
         // add the transformations to the group 
         group.Children.Add(rotate); 

         group.Children.Add(scale); 

         group.Children.Add(skew); 

         group.Children.Add(trans); 

      } 

  

      private void OnSceneLoaded(object sender, 

                                 System.Windows.RoutedEventArgs e) 

      { 
         // apply transformation property on TextBox with transformations group 
         TextBox.RenderTransform = group; 

      } 

  

      private void OnAngleChanged(object sender, 

         System.Windows.RoutedPropertyChangedEventArgs<double> e) 

      { 
         // change the angle 
         rotate.Angle = e.NewValue; 

      } 

  

      private void OnScaleChanged(object sender, 

         System.Windows.RoutedPropertyChangedEventArgs<double> e) 

      { 
         // change the values of ratio on the two axes 
         scale.ScaleX = e.NewValue / 100; 

         scale.ScaleY = e.NewValue / 100; 

      } 

  

      private void OnSkewXChanged(object sender, 

         System.Windows.RoutedPropertyChangedEventArgs<double> e) 

      { 
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         skew.AngleX = e.NewValue; 

      } 

  

      private void OnSkewYChanged(object sender, 

         System.Windows.RoutedPropertyChangedEventArgs<double> e) 

      { 

         skew.AngleY = e.NewValue; 

      } 

  

      private void OnTranslateX(object sender, 

         System.Windows.RoutedPropertyChangedEventArgs<double> e) 

      { 

         trans.X = e.NewValue; 

      } 

  

      private void OnTranslateY(object sender, 

         System.Windows.RoutedPropertyChangedEventArgs<double> e) 

      { 

         trans.Y = e.NewValue; 

      } 

   } 

} 

transformations applied to the text box. 
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Figure 2: OutPut of Trnasformation in MPF 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper Windows Presentation Foundation application is considered to represent the effect 

of affine transformation. Affine transformations major application is image processing area, but 

the graphical user interface fundamentally change our interaction with technology. Interface 

refers what the system presents to the user. There are many paradigm considered while 

interaction. With this number of widgets applied on interface, in that affine transformation can 

play important role.  
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